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MYMOSAIC INC.

OUTDOOR

The MYMOSAIC tiles are outdoor  
resistant and highly durable in time. 
MYMOSAIC can inspire  various 
applications thanks to the high  
performances with any weather  
conditions.

MYMOSAIC successfully passed all   
tests proving that our tiles can be  
suitable for internal as well as external 
applications.
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MYMOSAIC is an innovative and  
pioneering outcome grounded on the 
concept of the traditional mosaic with 
a glance on the latest and advanced 
technologies for interior and outdoor 
decoration.

MYMOSAIC can transform any digital  
images into totally customizable 3D 
Mosaic.

NEW LIFE FOR YOUR WALLS LIGHTWEIGHT & FLEXIBLE

With only 0.07 inches (2 mm) of  
thickness MYMOSAIC can be applied 
onto all surfaces, particularly - in case 
of  renovation - onto existing tiles or  
covering.
With only 3.9 Oz per sf (1.2 kg per sqm) 
MYMOSAIC can be applied particularly  
onto drywalls, ceilings, furniture,  
elevators and all those materials with 
low weight-bearing characteristics.

MYMOSAIC is a product developed 
with a new patented self-extinguishing    
nano-polymer.

MYMOSAIC can be specifically listed 
for hospitality and commercial use  
since the specific characteristics of  
the MYMOSAIC Technology allow the 
application on large-scale projects.
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